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Your single source for 

valves & actuators 

Actuated Valve Supplies offers single sourcing  for all 

types of valves, valve actuators and of actuated valve 

assemblies, with its particular strength in the field of 

electric valve actuation. 

Combining years of experience of both practical engi-

neering and commercial sales, AVS delivers a range of 

field proven, reliable, fit and forget valve products with 

globally recognised brands. 

AVS divides its products under 3 different style logos, 

electrically actuated valves, pneumatically actuated 

valves and manually operated valves. 

This Company profile brochure introduces you to the 

mail product lines. AVS supply many, many more! 

 

AVS have built a solid reputation for quality in all 

areas of its business. Particular attention is paid to 

the enquiry to ensure they understand exactly 

what the customer needs, and where possible, the 

application. This ensures that the product AVS 

offers will meet the requirements. 

Staff training is vital to maintaining the very high 

standards AVS sets itself, as understanding the 

products ensures accuracy of quotes and reduces 

the risks of errors. 

AVS have a culture of quality in everything it does, 

backed by an ISO9001:2015 quality approval. 

With customers all around the world, being able to ship to 

all countries where practical is the final piece of the AVS 

service jigsaw. 

UK customers have a wide variety of delivery options from 

same-day, to overnight, timed deliveries or 3 day economy 

services. 

Export customers in Europe have different road service 

options, and finally customers farther away have delivery 

service options by air freight. 

AVS care about customer service. Try them today. 



AVA Electric valve actuators 

and electrically actuated valves 

Whilst relatively new to the market, the AVA range of compact electric 

actuators have had a significant impact. Their smart version has an 

integral OLED screen that provides users with continuous highly visual 

actuator status feedback. When used in conjunction with the external 

push buttons users can operate the AVA actuator locally and also are 

able to make minor parameter adjustments, such as adjusting the end 

of travel positions. This facility is very user friendly and eliminates the 

need to remove the AVA’s cover and adjust internal cams, as is the 

case with most electric valve actuators. 

And look at its size. It must be the most compact industrial electric 

valve actuator available today. 

Instantly recognisable with its orange and grey ABS 

housing, the AVA punches well above its compact 

stature, with the smallest model (shown above) able 

to produce 20Nm. 

It’s tiny footprint compared to most actuators with 

equivalent torque, makes it the obvious choice for 

original equipment manufacturers and installers of 

actuated valves in cabinets.  

In most of the popular 1/2” to 2” valves the AVA is 

much better proportioned and aesthetically pleasing. 

The AVA is available in a Basic model that offers a 

very limited yet useful feature list for customers that 

require only simple on-off function. 

The AVA Smart actuator has a near unrivalled list of 

optional functionality other than the standard on-off, 

failsafe and/or modulating operation which includes; 

bus communications, wireless and timer function. 

All AVA Smart actuators have speed control as a 

standard feature. 

AVS stock on-off, failsafe and digital positioning  

models at their UK works. 



J+J Electric valve actuators 

and electrically actuated valves 

AVS are specialists in electric valve actuators and electrically actuated valves. 

The electric actuators chosen by AVS are global brands with proven track records 

in a huge variety of applications in many different industries covering a wide range 

of service conditions. 

J+J Electric actuators from the innovative European electric actuator designers 

and manufacturers J+J, offer a quality range with an impressive list of standard 

features that include a wide multi-voltage range of 24V to 240V AC or DC in a 

single actuator, on-off, failsafe and/or modulating function, and many actuator 

protection features to prevent damage from condensation, excessive valve torque 

and even from erroneous electrical connection. Comprehensive stocks are kept 

by AVS in the UK. 

Feedback from customers rates the multi-colour 

LED light that gives users highly visual continuous 

actuator status feedback as its #1 feature. 

At a glance, the bright LED shows if the actuator 

has power, what position it is in (or travelling to), 

and offers simple fault-finding guidance with a se-

quence of coloured flashes to indicate different 

possible causes for service outages. 

The fully weatherproof IP67 J+J electric actuators can 

provide up to 350Nm of torque enabling it to be fitted to 

most common sizes of ball valves and butterfly valves. 

Whilst the J+J can be fitted to any quarter-turn valve, it is 

particularly suited to plastic ball and butterfly valves as it 

has a Polyamide housing, and over the years has seen it 

partnered with most of the world’s most recognisable 

valve brands. 

AVS stock on-off, battery back-up failsafe and digital pro-

portional control models at their UK works. 



Valpes Electric valve actuators 

and electrically actuated valves 

Larger output torques up to 300Nm are covered with 

the VR and VS range which both have an aluminium 

base but can be supplied with either a plastic or alu-

minium cover. 

VR and VS electric actuators from Valpes are IP68 

and available as on-off, battery back-up failsafe, or 

modulating. 

V Series Valpes actuators are CSA C22.2 No 139/ 

UL429 approved. 

Valpes ER and V Series electric actuators can be 

made Bluetooth compatible (except 3 phase ver-

sions), and with a free downloadable  Android app 

can connect whether the actuator is visible or not (it 

may e in a void or above a ceiling). The connection 

offers local control via Bluetooth, and operational 

data can be extracted. 

The Valpes Smartimer can assign up to 20 tasks to 

each actuator, eliminating the need for a PLC. 

 

Valpes electric actuators from the innovative European electric actuator 

designers and manufacturers Valpes, a Watts brand, offer a quality 

range with an impressive list of standard features that include a wide 

multi-voltage, 3 phase supply, on-off, failsafe and modulating function, 

and VRX and SRX actuators are capable of being used in Zone 1 & 2 

hazardous areas (explosion proof). 

The Valpes Premiere entry level electric actuator offers basic features 

for applications where only simple on-off functionality is needed. In pro-

duction for over 20 years, the ER Series offers an impressive feature 

list including on-off, battery back-up failsafe and proportional control. 

Both the Premiere and the ER models have a plastic fully weatherproof 

housing. 

Comprehensive stocks are available to AVS in the UK. 



 Pneumatic valve actuators  

Innovative European pneumatic actuator designers 

and manufacturers Prisma,have been at the forefront 

of the pneumatic actuator market for over 30 years. 

The Prisma aluminium pneumatic actuator is Rilsan 

coated both internally and externally, and with plastic 

pistons, can be operated by water. 

A perfect partner with many of the world’s leading 

plastic valve manufacturers for decades, the Prisma 

plastic actuator, with plastic pistons and stainless 

fasteners, offers superb corrosion resistance in ag-

gressive atmospheres. 

Completing the line-up is the stainless steel version, 

again with plastic pistons, offering  superb corrosion 

resistance. 

Comprehensive stocks of all types are readily availa-

ble to AVS in the UK. 

Max-Air pneumatic actuators 3 different housing materials so 

that they can cover most applications in most industries. Their 

popular anodised aluminium rack and pinion version has a dual 

travel stop design to make minor end  adjustment quick and 

easy. 

The aluminium version is Ex and Sil rated, and is available with 

Electroless Nickel Plating (ENP), Lock Mesh and epoxy body 

coating options.  

The Max-Air stainless steel actuator has a cast 316 stainless 

steel housing and can be supplied with stainless steel switch-

boxes, solenoids and/or positioners 

All actuators comply with ISO5211, Din3337 and Namur. 

Comprehensive stocks of the Max-Air aluminium pneumatic 

actuators are held by AVS in the UK. 

 



 Pneumatically actuated valves 

AVS commonly supply the instantly recognisable 

Prisma actuator fitted to any quarter turn ball or 

butterfly valve, and supply fully assembled and 

dry bench function tested. 

As the image shows, the black plastic Prisma 

actuator is most commonly fitted to plastic ball 

and butterfly valves, and the all stainless steel 

version is usually mounted to stainless steel  ball 

valves, although it is also very popular with air 

dampers. 

The bright red aluminium version is fitted to 

valves of any material. 

AVS supply the Max-Air actuator fitted to any quarter turn 

ball or butterfly valve, and supply fully assembled and dry 

bench function tested. 

Most popular valve and actuator assemblies are 2 and 3 

way ball valves in brass, stainless steel and plastics, with 

PVC being the most popular  actuated PVC ball valve. 

Butterfly valves are very commonly supplied with the most 

common being cast iron butterfly valves for drinking water 

with WRAS approval, closely followed by PVC butterfly 

valves. 

 Accessories 

AVS offer a full range of complimentary accessories, the 

most common being the Namur solenoid to provide electric 

control of the pneumatic assembly, and a limit switchbox to 

confirm that the end of travel positions have been 

achieved. Other popular accessories are positioners and 

air filter regulators, speed control devices to slow down the 

working time, and declutchable gearboxes to provide hand 

operation. 



 Pneumatic actuator accessories 

A common accessory is the limit switch box. PG offer 3 

types of switch boxes to cover the 2 main application areas,  

safe area and the Exd hazardous area. 

The basic safe area switchbox offers either micro-switches 

or proximity sensors, and is only available with an aluminium 

housing. 

PG have 2 options for Zone 1 Exd hazardous areas, a limit 

switch box, or a valve position monitor which has an integral 

Exd pilot solenoid. Both hazardous area switch boxes have 

a wide range of switch and configuration options, and are 

both available with aluminium or stainless steel housings. 

Stock of the popular switchboxes are held by AVS in the UK. 

Power Genex are a designer and manufacturer of high quality 

pneumatic actuator monitoring, feedback and control devices, 

based in South Korea. With decades of experience in this field, 

Power Genex is a globally recognised brand. 

The PG range of actuator positioners offers options to cover 

economy basic proportional control requirements through to 

high accuracy in Zone 0 intrinsically safe areas, with bus com-

munications. 

Most of the PG positioners are available with either aluminium  

or for more aggressive or clean environments, stainless steel. 

Stocks of the popular positioners are held by AVS in the UK. 

Air volume boosters are a popular accessory as they can 

improve the working time of larger pneumatic actuators or 

in some applications, allow a smaller actuator to be fitted 

by boosting the air volume controlling it. 3 sizes are offered 

with either aluminium or stainless steel housings. 

Other PG products include air filter regulators, lock-up 

valves, snap acting relays, Exd Namur solenoids and I/P 

converters. 

 

Stock of the popular boosters are held by AVS in the UK. 



 Manually operated valves 

AVS supply almost any type of ball valve from economy brass or 

plastic through to hygienic, to high offshore specification trunnion 

ball valves. 

End connections are typically screwed or flanged, or solvent weld 

for plastic ball valves. 

 Ball valves 

 Butterfly valves 

 Knife gate & gate valves 

 All types of valves 

AVS commonly supply a wide range of butterfly valves from 

economy general service cast iron valves, through plastic but-

terfly valves typically for water and food applications, to high 

performance offset valves for demanding applications. 

Butterfly valves are typically with cast or ductile iron bodies and 

a variety of disc and liner materials, PVC, or in stainless steel, 

and are either lever or gear operated. 

AVS offer a wide variety of knife gate valves varying from the 

uni-directional to bi-directional, with body materials from iron to 

stainless steel. 

Typical applications are bio-gas, wastewater treatment plants, 

chemical  plants plus food and beverage. 

In broad terms, if it’s a valve it is likely that AVS can supply it. For example -  some of the ball valves AVS offers: 



Web site 

Look out for this brand new feature which will be 

available via our web site, it will give invaluable 

information relating to actuated valves for people 

new to actuation, or as a refresher. 

AVS academy will offer information pages and 

video clips to show what valve actuators are, 

how they work and how they automate valves. 

www.actuatedvalvesupplies.com 

Please visit to browse the AVS products. 

info@actuatedvalvesupplies.com 

Tel: +44 (0)330 053 5750 

Actuated Valve Supplies Ltd., Dairycoates Industrial Estate, Wiltshire Road, Hull, East Yorkshire. HU4 6PA  England  UK 


